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A Guide To Marketing For Christmas 2015
Introduction
According to a survey1, a quarter
of consumers shopped earlier
than usual last year due to Black
Friday and other shopping trends.
This got us thinking, if you haven’t
started to plan your marketing for
Christmas 2015 then now is the
perfect time, before it’s too late.
We’ve put together some tips
and ideas of how you can make
the most of different marketing
channels at Christmas and you
can decide which will work best
for you.

Email Marketing
Start planning now! If you are
looking to prospect to new contacts
over the festive period you can
start by profiling your current
customer database and purchase
a list of ‘lookalikes’. Next you
can choose to segment your data
into groups eg. customers/non
customers/prospects,
contacts
who have expressed interest in
certain products/services etc.
Create a calendar and start
plotting weekly/daily campaigns
to your audiences leading right up
until Christmas. Remember, there
are also many important dates
to remember over the Christmas
period such as Black Friday, Cyber
Monday and Delivery cut off days
that are key to pulling in some
good sales around the festive
period.

Around 48% of emails are now
opened on mobile devices2,
which is more than what is
opened on desktops. Responsive
designs saw a 40% higher click
rate3, versus non-responsive,
which is why responsive email
design is more critical than ever.
Ensure your emails include your
latest offerings and that they are
tailored around the audience you
are targeting.

Desktop
(22%)
Mobile
(48%)
Desktop
(22%)

Email Data &
Campaigns from
Emailmovers
Over the last 10 years,
Emailmovers have collated
one of the UK’s largest B2B
email data files and more
recently, over 16 million
B2C email data records.
Once your target audience
has
been
selected,
Emailmovers will design
and send your HTML email
design with your offer to
your contacts.

Method used to view emails
(as of August 2015)
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Direct Mail
Save on printing and postage
costs by only sending a Direct
Mail piece to the recipients who
received your initial emails. By
sending them a simple postcard
you can remind them of the offer
that you know they have opened
and seen via email. This method
has proven to reinforce the brand
and generate more conversions.

AdCards & VidCards from Emailmovers
Following the initial email broadcast you can now start to hit
your key contacts with a physical postcard, whether you want
to send to all your contacts or a selection (such as opens/clicks).
Depending on budget and requirements you can then choose
to send a standard postcard or a HD marketing video in a
postcard for maximum impact. These direct mail campaigns
are trackable so you can see how well they are going and decide
on the next direction to take.

Use Direct Mail to remind your
customers of your Christmas
offers, use your card as a loyalty
discount if they bring in-store (or
offer a discount code for online),
drive traffic to a particular page
on your site that is ‘exclusive’
(and fully trackable) - the ideas
are endless for making the most
out of your Christmas campaign.
Over 50% of recipients find
postcards useful making them
the preferred type of direct mail4.
This is why we believe a simple
postcard can be enough to get
your message across successfully.

Social Retargeting
Following your email campaigns
you could also use social
retargeting to boost impressions
and conversions. It is found that
26% of customers will return to a
site through retargeting5.
By displaying your offer through
banner ads on social media to the
same contacts who opened your
email will really reinforce your
brand and offer.

It is known that many people
spend their free time on social
networking sites, which is why
this is a great time to advertise
your offer to them. Sending them
a gentle reminder will nudge
them to take another look at the
offer they received when they
may have only had time to open
your email and not time to act
immediately and maybe do some
Christmas shopping!

Emailmovers offer the
option to retarget to your
email campaign audience
through social sites like
Facebook, Twitter and
Google.
Our customers find this
option is a great way to
target a key audience with
low costs per click and
good ROI.
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Our team can help you
segment, target and deliver
your campaigns by sending
an SMS with a unique link
to your offer.
Call 0845 226 7181 today
to discuss SMS Marketing
with our one of our team.

SMS Marketing
SMS is a great way to catch
the attention of your contacts.
You may choose to remind the
contacts who have expressed
an interest in a particular offer
by sending them an SMS. With
98% of all SMS messages being
opened, you can be sure that

you will receive a good read rate
and as long as you send valuable
and targeted messages (not too
often), you will see a good return.
At Christmas you can use SMS
to remind your readers of last
delivery dates, special offers or
discounts.

The Spectra Approach
The aim of the Emailmovers
Spectra Approach is to deliver a
continuous stream of targeted
communications and overlapping
messages. Starting with email
campaigns,
the
mixture,
intensity and limitations of each
subsequent channel is entirely up
to you. You choose the channels
that suit your requirements.

Emailmovers will help you design
the perfect campaign with both
online and offline reminders to
create a buzz around your offer.
Start planning your campaign
now for Christmas by speaking to
a member of our team.

The Spectra Approach:
‘An effective blend of multi-channel marketing’

Call us today on
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